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*Josh Epstein - VP Global Marketing

HQ in Boston (Founded in Israel)
K2 AFA - G5 launched in June 2014
Claiming 2x new customers in last 12 months

What’s new?
v5.5 in Aug 2015
promote price points under $/GB
guaranteed effective capacity program
Perpetual Array functionality
launching QoS in 2H
cloud-based storage analytics in 2H
native replication solution with v5.5

Getting organisations form now to next
Predictability
Cost, performance, scale

Agility
mgmt of growth, support of new apps, adoption of new hardware

simplified scalability
scale up, scale out, or do both

predictably high performance

K-RAID
87.5% RAID Utilisation
5.1:1 average data reduction

3.3:1 data reduction guaranteed - add capacity at zero cost if required to meet 
guarantee

Claim to be leading the industry in scalability, flexibility and cost efficiency

*Frederic Van Haren (@fvha) - Nuance Communications - Case Study
High performance computing

Nuance needs data to be processed fast

Wanted performance, latency, scalability, dedupe/compression

Specific tests



Metadata - IBM Spectrum Scale (GPFS)
Tiering - tiered storage environment - 15000 spindles to AFA?
VDI - targeted at dedupe and compression (800 VMs)
HA and failover - device needs to recover cleanly with little or no impact

Setup - check video for specs
created GPFS file systems across 4x K2 blocks (with 2 shelves)
8 paths to the storage, 4 pre fabric
up to a few thousand threads hitting the file systems

Findings
Latency - 0.7ms regardless of load, most of the time. Others 7-12ms

PoC transition from HDDs to AFA DC
introduced 1 K2 block into a GPFS production file system
acting as a cache (primary copy still on spindle)

Findings
effective improvement of perf and latency

PoC - HA and failover
Didn’t see anything that disrupted traffic

Summary (check slide)

*Shachar Fienblit (@sfienblit) - [SFD10_Kaminario_Fienblit.jpg]

Kaminario Technology Vision
2 Things:
Expand scaleability, flexibility and cost efficiency
Deliver new innovation that simplifies DC ops

1. Slowdown of Moore’s Law
standard hw acceleration will compensate fro some, but not all, of the demand for 
cost-effective performance increase

2. Network technology advances
strengthens scale out and lowers the motivation to keep the storage right next to the 
compute

3. 3D NAND (and possibly QLC) remain dominant
NAND density (cost) will continue to improve in the next 5 yrs while endurance 
declines

4. The rise of NVM (3DXPoint, ReRAM and others)
NVM price much closer to DRAM than Flash 
~1 microsecond performance is much faster than flash but still far from DRAM
too expensive to replace NAND and should be used wisely

5. NVMe



Much more efficient than SCSI and will soon replace SATA as direct attach

6. NVMe Fabric
Extends the efficiency of local NVMe interface over the fabric
Expected slow market adoption for external storage connectivity

7. NVMe Network Shelves
Shelves with NVMe SSDs and RDMA network connectivity
opportunity to further improve decoupling of capacity from compute

What’s the opportunity then?

AFA controller CPU is performance bottleneck with SAS/SATA SSDs
Flash media is 50% of latency, SAS stack is 35%
data service and data reduction take up 70% of controller CPU footprint
NVMe SSDs can cut the SAS latency and CPU by half

Cost is King
New, expensive, high performance technologies will enter as niche Tier 0 
applications. 
Not a disruption of core technologies

flexible metadata mgmt does not require all metadata to reside in memory
rapid adoption of higher density, more cost efficient SSDs

Leveraging advances in NAND
continue to utilise most cost efficient SSDs while leveraging unique endurance 
optimisation capabilities

advances in NVM
will replace DRAM fro caching metadata and data for achieving better cost/
performance
K2 architecture does not assume that all metadata in DRAM is ready form NVM

Advances in NVMe, NVMeF, NVMe Network Shelves
unique opportunity to leverage K2 architecture to make disruptive advancement in 
AFA scalability, cost efficiency and agility

Network shelves over NVMeF
Full decoupling of capacity and compute
- independently scale capacity and compute without limits
- globally shared spares of storage and compute
- performance and capacity is balanced under expansion path without data 
movement 

Vision of DC aware storage
Simplify and optimise storage deployment and the integration between layers of the 
IT stack without compromising on cost - differentiate from HCI paradigm
- extend HealthShield Analytics infrastructure to make storage optimised and aware 
to the full IT deployment



- create SaaS based service to consolidate, analyse, optimise, and automate storage 
configurations
- extend beyond the storage array into the broader application and infrastructure 
stack

Analytics in the cloud so your controllers can work on IO

*Demo Time

Shai Maskit, Director of Technical Marketing [picture - SFD10_Kaminario_Demo.jpg] 
- https://il.linkedin.com/in/shai-maskit-23976a10
DB-aware QoS

Limited Availability

The problem - existing QoS solutions are complicated to administer and son’t 
integrate into broader set of application delivery operations
Simplify Storage QoS
- abstract QoS based on customer defined policies
- customer defines preferences - not how to implement

Integrate QoS with application
- set QoS polices for specific workloads (e.g. OLTP vs OLAP)
- close gap between the DB and storage - automate QoS based on AFA and DB 
performance data
- analytics to detect changing performance patterns and automate adaptively
- workload migration to K2 based on app performance

HealthShield - SaaS-based / cloud-based solution
1000s of data points

Partners can get a view based on customer desire

“Application may run faster by changing the QoS for this VG(s)”

Compare volume groups for example
Planning to introduce more pre-defined QoS policies (especially as they collect more 
and more customer data)
Volume level, volume group level, application level (hierarchy model)


